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Abstract—Energy and direction are tow basic properties of a vector. A discrete signal is a vector in nature. RIP of compressive 
sensing can not show the direction information of a signal but show the energy information of a signal. Hence, RIP is not complete. 
Orthogonal matrices can preserve angles and lengths. Preservation of length can show energies of signals like RIP do; and 
preservation of angle can show directions of signals. Therefore, Restricted Conformal Property (RCP) is proposed according to 
preservation of angle. RCP can show the direction of a signal just as RIP shows the energy of a signal. RCP is important supplement 
and development of RIP. Tow different proofs of RCP are given, namely, RCP_JL and RCP_IP.  
Index Terms—compressive sensing (CS), direction; energy, inner product (IP), Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL), measurement and 
reconstruction matrices, Restricted Conformal Property (RCP), restricted isometry property (RIP). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A.  Incomplete of RIP 
A discrete signal is a vector in nature. Energy and direction are tow basic properties of a vector. An orthogonal 
matrix can preserve angles (A  
Au, Av u, v
=
Au Av u v
) and lengths or energies ( Au = u  or 2Au = u 2 ) where 
, NRu v  and N NR A
Au
. Although directions of  and u  are not same, the included angle between  and  
is equal to the included angle between  and v . Compared to  and , relative directions between  and  are 
unchanged. Hence,  and  have inherited energies and directions of and  simultaneously. 
Au Au Av
u u v Au Av
Av u v
Measurement and reconstruction matrices of compressive sensing are ill-conditioned matrices of non-full column rank. 
Some design and optimization rules of measurement and reconstruction matrices were proposed. Three conditions based on 
independence of all small groups of columns were proposed by Donoho[1-3]. Restricted isometry property (RIP) based on 
restricted isometry constants (RIC) and restricted orthogonality constants (ROC) was proposed by Candes and Tao[4]. (See 
definition 1.1 for an illustration). Aims of all these rules are to measure how well a group of column vectors of a measurement or 
reconstruction matrix behaves like an orthogonal matrix. If a matrix is similar with an orthogonal matrix, it should approximately 
preserve angles and lengths (energies) of vectors. RIP can’t show directions of vectors, although energies of vectors can be 
showed by RIC and the size of the principal angle between subspaces of different dimension can be controlled by ROC and RIC 
[4]. Hence, RIP is not complete. 
Definition 1.1 (RIP)[4, 5]: Let Φ RM N , M N , , Nx x R  and , {1, , }I I N   . For every integer 
, [1, ]K K N , we define the K-restricted isometry constants (RIC) K  to be the smallest quantity such that  obeys  Φ I
2 2 2 2
min max(1 ) || || ( ) || || || || ( ) || || (1 ) || ||
T T
K I I I I        x Φ Φ x Φx Φ Φ x 2K x   (1.1) 
where [0,1)K  .  and denote the minimal and maximal eigenvalues of , 
respectively[
min ( )
T
I I Φ Φ max ( TI I Φ Φ ) TI IΦ Φ
4, 5]. Similarly, we define the ,K K  -restricted orthogonality constants (ROC) ,K K   for K K N   to be the 
smallest quantity such that  
,, K K  Φx Φx x x        (1.2) 
holds for all disjoint sets I I N   of cardinality I K  and I K  . 
B.  RCP Based on Linear Array Push-broom Mode 
Push broom imaging by a linear array of detectors is main data collection technology in remote sensing. When data of 
remote sensing imagery  are collected column by column by a Gaussian measurement matrix (X j jy Φx  where 
,N N Lj R R
 x X , , 0M LR j L Y  , jx  is a column of ), I found that measurements retain not only energies X
but also directions of all columns of remote sensing imagery approximatively. (See fig. 1 for an illustration, fig. 1 for sparse 
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signals i.e. sparse images[6].   is the correlation coefficient between 2 columns, i.e. the included angle cosine of 2 columns. 
Fig. 1(c) is the image of flooded area around Mulargia Lake of Sardinia Island in Italy in July 1996. Grey values of black zones 
are zero in fig. 1(c).) Fig. 1(a) shows good RIP since the energy curve of jy  consists with jx . Moreover, the   curve of 
jy  consists with jx  in fig. 1(b), too. Hence a new theory to depict the fitting of direction curves in fig. 1(b) is necessary.  
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 product. Theorem 3.3 (Identical Orthant Th rem) and Theorem 3.4 (Minus Term Theorem) are propo d to estimate the 
conditions in which RCP_IP holds. Section Ⅳ  further expands the scope of application of RCP in compressible signals and 
shows the potential applications of RCP in re nstruction algorithms. Section Ⅴ  discusses statistical analysis of Theorem 3.4 
(Minus Term Theorem) based on Gauss matrices. In section Ⅵ , the main results of the paper are summarized. 
II. PROOF OF RCP BASED O JOHNSON-LINDENSTRAUSS LEMMA 
co
(Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma) [4, 7]：Let (0,1) . For any set Q  of #( )Q  points in R N , if M  is a 
tposi ive integer such that 2(ln(#( )) / )M O Q  hitz mapping :, there exists a Lipsc  N Mf R R  such t hat 
2 2(1 ) ( ) ( ) (1 )f f       u v u v 2  2.1) u v     (
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for all , NQ u v R . 
W ar in formula (2.1) is a matrix Φ RM Nhen  and e sparse and Lipschitz mapping u v  f , formula (2.2) holds. 
  
2 2 2)  v  .2) 
Both  and in formula (2.2) are differences of vectors. Polynomials with
can ed by th lynomial expansion based on the law of cosines. Ra
if it satisfy Johnson-Li auss l
Theor RCP
(1 ) (1      u v Φu Φv u     (2
Φu Φv
 and u v
u v  
 be gain
 included angle cosines of 
e po ndom matrices satisfy RIP, Φu Φv  
ndenstr emma[7]. Hence RCP_JL is proved based on Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma and RIP. 
em 2.1 ( _JL)：If a random matrix Φ RM N  satisfies Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma and RIP simultaneously,  
max max
max max max max
1 1cos cos cos
1 1 1 1
           
                     (2.3) 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 can be found in Appendix A.  
are  constants, if a measurement matrix is determined. I expect cos  max is close to cos .    and   is the main 
error source which leads to the difference between cos  and cos  in formul here are to  reduce the a (2.3). T w methods to
error. First, let   be about 1 which is the minimu e of m valu  . Thus max
max1
  

  and 
max
max1
  

   play a small role in 
formula (2.3). Second, let cos  be about 1 which is th maximu f cose m value o . Thus 
max
1 cos
1
 

  and 
max
1 cos
1
 

  play a leadin  in formula (2.3) such that g role
max
ma1 x
  

  and 
ma
max1
x  

   play a s mula 
ely. Therefore if both 
mall ro  in for
(2.3) c arati
le
omp v   and cos  are about 1, cos  is close to cos . 
Spatio-temporal continuity is important structure information in a natural image. Adjacent columns of an image are similar, 
ly erent  of adj  vectors are close such that although grey values change considerab  in diff zones. Energies acent column   is about 
1 (See fig. 1(a) for more illustration.) and their included angle cosines ( cos ) are close to 1 (See fig. 1(b) for more illustration.). 
Hence curves of jx  (i.e. cos ) and jy  (i.e. cos ) are similar in fig. 1(b). 
Fig. 2 shows curves of energy and   of 23 Gaussian sparse signals and their measurements by a Gaussian measurement 
matrix. “+” show e spar ery G ian sparse si  in fig. 2(a). Curves of are not similar in fig. 2, since s th se of ev gnalauss    and 
cos  are not close to 1. 
Although formula (2.3) is suitable for any vector pair of any included angl Φ  is unknown and undetermi ed in 
n-Lindenstrauss lem
e, n
Johnso ma. The measurement matrix is known in CS. Theref o estimate how wellore I need t  cos  fits 
cos  if the measurement matrix is known and determined. RCP_JL can’t tell us more. T refore RCP_IP is derived. 
III. PROOF OF RCP BASED ON INNER PRODUCT 
he
A.  RCP_IP Theorem 
(RCP_ P 1)  and  are sparse and , Φ RM NTheorem 3.1 I ) ： ( ux vx , Nu v x x R . If 
,min m vaxu v u v, , u     x x Φx Φx x
and orthogonal, and Φ  satisfy RIP, formul ) hold
x  RIP s and satisfy , formula (3 parse 
s. 
Φ  .1) holds; (2) If ux  and vx  are 
a (3.2
1 1cos
1
K cos cos
1
K
K K
   
            (3.1) 


cos
1 1
   
K K
K K
   .                       (3.2) 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 can be found in Appendix B[4, 5]. 
K  is the only crucial factor which controls RCP_IP as IP does. Hence RCP_IP and RIP are similar in nature. RCP_IP is  R
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good, if RIP is good. There is the same constant ( K ) in RCP_IP and RIP, while there are three constants and a variable, 
namely, max ,   and   besides cos  and cos  in RCP_JL. Hence RCP_IP is simpler and easier to use than 
RCP_JL m rison. Adjacent col ctors a lar in natural image. Their uby co pa umn ve re simi I  and vI  are similar such that Ku  
and Kv  are close. Moreover K  and max  are very approximate, although xK ma  .  
W  min max, , ,u v u u vhen v    x x Φx x x  holds in Theorem s th
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The following definition is used in my subsequent deriva
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Definition 2.1 , ( I )
T T T  Φx Φx x Φ Φ x x VΛV x
I
T T
uI I uI vI u v i ui
i
z z

 z Λz ere ui uz z vz . , vizu v vI vi  wh
Let vi  wh
1 2k k
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z z 
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z z

,x Φu v Φ ere 1 2I k k 
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1 1 1
I I I
ui vi i ui vi ui vi
i i i
z z z z z z  
  
            （
3.3 ）  equivalent to ,
3.3） 
Formula （ is min max, ,u v u v u v    x x Φx Φx x x  where 
1
,x
I
v
i
Φ u v Φx i uiz z i ,  min min
1
ui viz z , and ,u v
i
x x I   max max
1
,
I
u v  ui v
i
z z 

x x i . He  nce
min max
1 1 1
I I I
i u ui vi
i i i
z z  
  
   , ui viz z i viz z  min , ,u v u v max ,u v   x x Φx Φ  x x x . 
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uiz viz   sign, 
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u vz z
1
s
 ,u vz z  enote ich cons , cou v z z , where cos  is 
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
. As shown in Fig. 1(b), referred to as identical orthant theorem. The larger 
cos  is close to 1 in the natural image.  Hence min max
1 1 1
I I I
ui vi i ui vi ui vi
i i i
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min max, ,u v u v u v,    x x Φx Φx x x  is easy to hold in RCP_IP. 
Although theorem 3.3 (identical orthant theorem) only shows the proportion of 
,
,
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minus terms of  
1
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i
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 . , ,  and  are unknown, but the measurement matrix is known in CS.  Hence 
Theorem 3.4 (Minus Term Theorem) focus from  and  to eigenvalues of G . 
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D.  Minus Term Theorem 
Theorem 3.4 (Minus Term Theorem) ： min max
1 1 1
I I I
ui vi i ui vi ui vi
i i i
z z z z z z  
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     holds, if 
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1
k
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 x( cos )i ui viz z    0 1 max min 2( )cos    min1
(1 cos ) ( ) 0
k
i ui vi
i
z z  

 ( - ) . 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 can be found in Appendix E. 
Since eigenvalues of any  can be calculated easily, the number of minus term can be estimated simply in 
 and 
G
1
ma
1
k
i
 x( cos )i ui viz z   1
1
k
i
 max min min1 cos )cos i ui viz z    ( - )2( )(  . Hence theorem 3.4 is referred to as 
minus term theorem. The less the number of minus term is, the easier min max
1 1 1
I I I
ui vi i ui vi ui vi
i i i
z z z z z z  
  
     holds. 
Theorem 3.4 (Minus Term Theorem) is important supplements of Theorem 3.3 (Identical Orthant Theorem).  
IV. RCP OF COMPRESSIBLE SIGNAL AND APPLICATION OF RCP 
RIP applies to not only sparse signals but also compressible signals. If signals are sparse, RIP is RIP of the measurement 
matrix. Meanwhile the measurement matrix is a reconstruction matrix, too. If signals are compressible, RIP is RIP of the 
reconstruction matrix ( ), where  is a sparsity basis. In the same way, RCP applies to not only sparse signals but also 
compressible signals. 
TΦΨ Ψ
If the sparsity basis ( ) is an orthogonal matrix (e.g. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 
et al), energies of compressible signals are same with energies of their transform domain coefficient vectors and the included 
angle cosine of transform domain coefficient vectors is equal to the included angle  cosine of compressible signal vectors. The 
proof can be found in Appendix F.  
Ψ
Measurements are collected by a 0-1 random matrix and the sparsity basis (Ψ ) is a DCT matrix in fig. 3 (  is the included 
angle cosine of 2 adjacent columns. jα  is the vector of transform domain coefficient of jx  where j jΨxα .). As shown in 
fig. 3(b), the curves of jα  and jx  are same completely. And the curve of jy  is similar with jα  and jx . 
Push broom imaging by a linear array of detectors is main data collection technology in remote sensing. RCP is very good 
prior information. New reconstruction algorithm can be designed by use of RCP. I have designed 2DOMP [6] for sparse signal 
and 2DDOMP[8] for compressible signal based on RCP. And they work well. 
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Fig. 3. Analysis curves of X and Y and gray image. (a) Energy; 
(b) Correlation coefficient between 2 columns; (c) Lena. 
 
V. DISCUSSION 
A.   Difficulty of Probability Analysis of Minus Term Theorem 
Both Theorem 3.3 (Identical Orthant Theorem) and Theorem 3.4 (Minus Term Theorem) are qualitative conclusion. 
Whether min max
1 1 1
I I I
ui vi i ui vi ui vi
i i i
z z z z z z  
  
    holds decides on the relation of ,  and cosuz vz   in Theorem 3.3 
(Identical Orthant Theorem) and the relation of i , cos  and in Theorem 3.4 (Minus Term Theorem). They can’t 
show what the probability is exactly. 
ui viz z
Since  and  is coherent in natural images and their correlation coefficient is uz vz cos , the probability distribution 
function of  is very complicated and long even if  and  follow Gauss distribution[Tuz zv uz vz
uiz z
9]. Because natural images are 
miscellaneous, maybe to find a probability distribution function for  is difficult or impossible. vi
The Gram matrix G  of a Gaussian matrix is a Wishart matrix, too. The probability density function of the joint 
distribution of eigenvalues of a Wishart matrix can be gained. And the function is very complicated and long, too[10]. But there 
is not an exact probability distribution of single eigenvalue of a Wishart matrix. Maybe a succinct and exact probability 
function that min max
1 1 1
I I I
uiz zvi i ui vi ui vi
i i i
z z z z  
  
     holds is difficult or impossible. 
B.  Approximate Statistics Analysis of Eigenvalues of Wishart Matrix 
Gaussian matrices are the most studied in CS, so the scope of study is limited in Gaussian matrices here. Although the exact 
probability analysis of eigenvalues of a Wishart matrix is difficult, the approximate probability distribution estimation is easy by 
statistical analysis. Eigenvalues of G  follow Wishart distribution. And diagonal elements of G  follow chi-squared 
distribution. Let an i.i.d. Gaussian matrix M NΦ R  ( M N ), 1~ (0, )ij N MΦ , [1, ]i M , . Because of [1, ]j N
2~ (ii )MG  M , the mathematical expectation and the variance of iiMG  are  and ( ) iiG ME M ( ) 2iiG MD M . 
, since ( ) 1iiE G
1 1
( )=
I I
T
i I I ii
i i
tr G
 
 Φ Φ .  
If normalizing all columns of , based on Gershgorin circle theorem[Φ 11], all eigenvalues of  are in Gershgorin circle G
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such that 1 maxi i
i j


   G j  holds, where 1, 2, , ; 1, 2, ,j I i I   . Radius of Gershgorin circle can be shorted 
by optimizing matrices [2, 3], too. The better independence of all columns, the shorter the radius of Gershgorin circle such that all 
eigenvalues are close to 1. Hence eigenvalues of  should follow the Gauss distribution approximately based on the law of 
large numbers. 
G
I found that the mean and the variance of i  are close to 1 and 2
I
M
 respectively by lots of statistical analysis. 
Moreover 
2( 1)i
M
I
   follow Gauss distribution by Jarque–Bera test and 2( 1) ~ (0,i M NI  1)  by 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test if M=128 and N=256. More results of numerical experiments are presented for N=256, N=512, 
N=1024 and N=2048 in fig. 4. The zones below the curves have passed 1000 Kolmogorov– Smirnov tests, while the zones above 
the curves are on the contrary in fig. 4.  
I  and M are very little in order to gain higher compression ratio and good reconstruction effect in most CS. N is little in 
order to reduce the size of matrices and to improve the computing speed, too. Therefore, the zones below the curves pass 1000 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests are large in fig. 4. The assumption on 
2( 1) ~ (0,i M NK 1)  is feasible empirically for little 
matrices with little N. Then 
2
max
2( cos 1)
2
max
1( cos ) 1
2
M t
I
iP e
    
 
    dt  and 
min max min 2
1 cos( [ ( )
cosi
P ])    
    
2
min max min 2
1 cos( [ ( ) ] 1)
2cos
1
2
tM
e dt
   

   
  cos. If   is close to 1, 
 and 
1
max
1
( cos )
k
i ui vi
i
z z  

  0 1 max min min2
1
( )(1 cos ) ( )
cos
k
i ui vi
i
z z 0  
    ( - )  are easy to hold in Theorem 
3.4 (Minus Term Theorem). 
In real application case of CS, reconstruction matrices are known, so their eigenvalues can be gained beforehand. Thus 
exact probability distribution of their eigenvalues is known. Therefore good matrices can be gained by screening lots of matrices. 
 N=256
 N=512
 N=1024
 N=2048
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
|I|
/M
M/N  
Fig. 4. Analysis curves of Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for different N. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Measurements can retain approximately not only energies but also directions of signals in compressive sensing. RCP 
(RCP_JL and RCP_IP) is proposed and demonstrated to depict the inheritance relationships of directions of signals in this paper. 
RCP is important supplement and development of RIP. 
Natural images have good prior information such as spatio-temporal continuity and structure. Energies and directions of 
natural images’ adjacent columns are almost same, and their changes are slow. Hence measurement and reconstruction matrices 
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show good RCP when natural images are collected based on linear array push-broom mode. RCP provides new theory for 
designing new reconstruction algorithms. 
APPENDIX 
A．Proof of Theorem 2.1（RCP_JL） 
Since  and , by Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma, y Φxu u y Φxv v
2 2(1 ) (1 )u v u v u v       x x 2y y x x . 
By the law of cosines,  
2 2 2 2 co   y y y y y yu v u v u v s  
2 2 2 2 co   x x x x x xu v u v u v s . 
Therefore 
2 2 2 2
2 2 2
(1 ) (1 ) 2(1 ) cos ( )
2
(1 ) (1 ) 2(1 ) cos (
cos
2
u v u v u v
u v
u v u v u
u v
   
   
      
       
x x x x y y
y y
x x x x y
y y
2 )vy
 
Note that the RIP implies that 
2 2
2 2
( ) ( ) 2(1 ) cos
2 (1 )(1 )
( ) ( ) 2(1 ) cos
cos
2 (1 )(1 )
Ku u Kv v u v
Ku Kv u v
Ku u Kv v u v
Ku Kv u v
     
 
      
      
 
       
x x x x
x x
x x x x
x x
   
Since max max( , )Ku Kv   , 
2 2 2 2
max max
max max max max
( )( ) ( )( )1 1cos cos cos
2(1 ) 1 2(1 ) 1
u v u v
u v u v
         
          
x x x x
x x x x
. 
Since 
2 2
2
u v
u v
 x x
x x
= , 
max max
max max max max
1 1cos cos cos
1 1 1 1
          
         
,
, 
which completes the proof. 
B．Proof of Theorem 3.1 (RCP_IP) 
1)．Proof of Theorem 3.1(1)  
Under the assumption of min max, ,u v u v u v     x x Φx Φx x x , put y Φxu u  and y Φxv v , then 
min maxcos cos cosu v u v u v       x x y y x x   
min maxcos cos cos
u v u v
u v u v
      
x x x x
y y y y
 . 
Note that the RIP implies that 
maxmin cos cos cos
1 1Ku Kv Ku Kv
        ( )(1+ ) ( )(1- ) . 
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Suppose min 1  K  ， max 1 K   ， K （0,1） based on RIP, then 
1 1cos cos cos
1 1
K K
Ku Kv Ku Kv
      
   ( )(1+ ) ( )(1- )  
1 1cos cos cos
1 1
   
K K
K K
     , 
which completes the proof. 
2)．Proof of Theorem 3.1(2)  
Note that the RIP implies that 
2 2(1 ) (1 )K u v u v K u v       x x 2y y x x , 
and 
2 2(1 ) (1 ) 2K u v u v K u v       x x y y x x .  
Following from the parallelogram identity,  
2 2
,
4
u v u v
u v
   y y y yy y . 
Since uI  and vI  are disjoint sets, u vI I   and , 0u v x x , 
2 2 2 2( ) ( )
,
2 2
K u v K u v
u v
    x x x xy y  
( , (K u v u v K u v     x x y y x x . 
Since 
2 2(1 ) (1 )Ku u u Ku u    x 2y x  and 2 2(1 ) (1 ) 2Kv v v Kv v    x y x , 
cos
1 1 1 1
K K
Ku Kv Ku Kv
   
       
max max
cos
1 1
K K  
    , 
which completes the proof. 
C．Proof of Theorem 3.2 
Since  is an orthogonal matrix,  V
2 2( ) = ( ) = =T T T T Tu uI uI uI uI uIz V x V x x VV x x x 2u . 
Similarly,  
2 2=v vz x , , =( ) = ( ) = , = ,
T T T T T
u v uI vI uI vI uI vI u vz z V x V x x VV x x x x x , 
and 
, ,
= cu v u v
u v u v
os 
z z x x
z z x x
, 
which completes the proof. 
D．Proof of Theorem 3.3 (Identical Orthant Theorem) 
Let cos  be the included angle cosine of the vector pair ( ,s su vz z )，cos  be the included angle cosine of the vector pair 
( ). ,o ou vz z
1)． , , ,s s o ou v v v u v z z z z z z  where , 0o ou v z z  
, ,s su v u v z z z z  
 10
cos coss su v u v    z z z z , where su uz z ， sv vz z  
cos cos    
, ,o ou v u vz z z z  
cos coso ou v u v   z z z z , ou uz z , ov z zv , and cos 0  
cos cos    
cos cos cos     . 
2)． cos cos coss s o ou v u v u v      z z z z z z  
cos cos cos
s s o o
u v u v
u v u v
      
z z z z
z z z z
 
1 c
s s
u v
u v
os  
z z
z z
. 
3)．
, co
, co
s s s s
u v u v
u v u v
s
s


 
z z z z
z z z z
  and 1 c
s s
u v
u v
os 
z z
z z
 
,cos cos
cos ,
s s
u v
u v
   
z z
z z
 and cos cos cos     
,1 cos
cos ,
s s
u v
u v
  
z z
z z
. 
4)．
, , , ,
1
, ,
o o s s s s
u v u v u v u v
u v u v u v
  z z z z z z z z
z z z z z z

,
 and 
,1 cos
cos ,
s s
u v
u v
  
z z
z z
 
, 11
, co
o o
u v
u v s  
z z
z z
. 
1 2
1 2
,
0
,
y y
 z z
z z
 , 
, 1 1
, cos
o o
u v
u v   
z z
z z
, 
which completes the proof. 
E．Proof of Theorem 3.4 (Minus Term Theorem) 
1）By Theorem 3.3, 
,1 cos
cos ,
s s
u v
u v
  
z z
z z
, 
and therefore 
max
1 1
I I
ui vi i ui vi
i i
z z z z 
 
   
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1 1
max
1 1
cos
k k
ui vi ui vi
i i
z z 
 
    i z z
1
)
k
i ui viz z  . max
1
( cos
i



, 1 1
, cos
o o
u v
u v  
z z
z z
 and 
,1 cos
cos ,
s s
u v
u v
  
z z
z z
, 2）By Theorem 3.3, 
 and therefore 
min
1 1
I I
ui vi i ui vi
i i
z z z z 
 
   
1 1 2
min min
1 1 1
( )
k k k
ui vi i ui vi i ui vi
i i i
z z z z z z   
  
       
1 1 1
min max min 2
1 1 1
1 cos( )
cos
k k k
ui vi i ui vi ui vi
i i i
z z z z z z      
       
1k
max min( )(1 cos )
co
   
F．Proof: 
Since 
min2
1
=
s i ui vii
z z  ( -( )) . 
N NR Ψ
u u  x
 is an orthogonal matrix (i.e. an orthonormal sparsity basis, e.g. DCT and DFT matrices et al), 
TΨ α , andx Tv vΨ α , 
2 2( ) ( )T T T T T T Tu u u u u u u u u u    x x x Ψ α Ψ α α ΨΨ α α α α . 
Similarly,  
2 2
v vx α , , = ( ) ( ) ,T T T T T T Tu v v u v u v u v u u v   x x x x Ψ α Ψ α α ΨΨ α α α α α  
,u v u ,= cosv
u v u v
and  
x
α α x x  
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which completes the proof. 
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